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Introduction
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This paper introduce a new measure distinct from traditional network 
analyses
This measure expresses the way in which an individual divides his 
attention across contacts
They use data from Facebook to analyze the interaction volume



The Balance of Social Attention
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mj is the number of messages sent by person i to person j 
m is the number of messages sent by i over all contacts

aj = mj/m is the fraction of i’s attention to j 

ƒk is the sum of aj over all top k contacts

top k contacts are the first k positions in the list of i’s 
contacts sorted by decreasing aj

ƒk is the fraction of i’s attention to her top k contacts



Balance of Attention Across 
Modalities
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Modalities of attention can be divided into two groups:
communication (where target is aware of user’s actions)
viewing (where target is not aware of user’s actions)

Wall Posts 

Profile Views 
Comments 
Messages 

Photo Views 

Level of activity is the number of discrete actions performed by user
The sample is a population of 16 million active Facebook users
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Distribution of volume of activity per user for each modality between Jan 2010 to Dec 2010

Volume of viewing is an order of magnitude higher than communication
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Fraction of attention given to the kth friend for each modality from 70th to 95th percentile

Communication curves begin higher but tail off more quickly at higher ranks
Communication and viewing have a very similar slope for low k except for photo view
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Average fraction of attention to top 15 contacts against level of activity for each modality

Users with low activity have high ƒ15 (those with 15 or fewer contacts have ƒ15 = 1)
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Distribution of ƒ15 for messaging and profile view by activity level

Communication is more focused while viewing is more dispersed
Distributions are similar except below 30th percentile
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Average of messages sent to top 15 contacts as a function of network size and activity

Larger networks lead to smaller ƒ15, while more activity lead to larger ƒ15

This effect is lost when looking at ƒk only as a function of activity level



Variation By Individual 
Characteristics
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Interaction patterns are further influenced by factors such as:

Age
Gender
Relationship Status
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ƒ15 as a function of age

Older users are more focused in viewing but more dispersed in communication
Decreasing in communication is rapid, while increasing in viewing is much steadier
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Distribution of attention to top 5 friends for females and males

Females is more focused toward their top k friends in all modalities
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Regression explaining the variation of ƒ5 as function of individual characteristics

Coefficient con is negative meaning an increase in the number of contacts 
decrease ƒ5
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There is greater concentration in across-gender communication (gender-homophily)
Females are more concentrated in across-gender and more dispersed in within-gender

ƒ5 for messages, fixing the gender of both the initiator and the target of the action
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ƒ5 for viewing, fixing the gender of both the initiator and the target of the action

Females are much more focused in viewing profiles of male users
Females and males have equivalent levels of focus in viewing profiles of females
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Focus in messaging, grouped by gender and relationship status

There is a refinement of the gender homophile effect
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Focus in viewing, grouped by gender and relationship status
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The focus for user in a relationship is higher than single and married users



Attention Over Time
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ƒk decreases as a function of activity when averaged over all individuals
As a result of higher activity top k contacts should tend to change over time
Actually increased level of activity are associated with higher levels of stability 
over time
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Messages and wall posts tend to have the greatest churn

Overlap between top 10 users from Jan-Fen 2010 to Mar-Apr 2010



Regression explaining the variation in the fraction of top 10 contacts over time

High levels of activity mitigate the negative effect of additional contacts

The models explain between 7% and 62% of variance, which suggest 
that activity and network size are useful but not sufficient for predicting 
shifts in attention overt time
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Conclusion
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Balance of social attention enables a comparison of different interaction 
modalities and different patterns within and between groups

Product designer can properly tailor individual’s experience to match 
user’s preferences

Balance of social network is a new measure distinct from traditional 
analyses of personal network based on size and composition


